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CHAPTER I 
1INTRODUC TION 
1. Purpose 
Mathematicians have long been paying attention to  the adjoint 
differential equations in their studies of the existence of solutions of 
differential equations. In recent years, increasing use has been made 
of the method of adjoint systems to various types of engineering prob- 
lems, especially in trajectory optimization, two-point boundary value 
problems, and computer simulation techniques. Although the method 
of adjoint systems is not very involved in theory, an introduction to 
this method is difficult to find in extant engineering literature. 
\ This material is prepared to serve a s  a tutorial account of the method of adjoint systems and its application to engineering problems. \\ 
Chapter I1 provides the fundamentals for the solution of vector 
differential equations with time-varying coefficients. Chapter I11 pre-  
sents the adjoint system in both vector equation form and differential 
operator form. Several important properties of the adjoint system 
will  also be discussed here. The r e s t  of the chapters deal with the 
applications of the adjoint method to various engineering problems. 
l ist  of references is included at the end of this note. 
A 
2. Mathematical Representation of Time-Varying Linear Systems 
A linear system is one that obeys the superposition theorem. 
1 
2 
Its characteristics are completely specified by the impulse response 
function h(t,7) which gives the system output at time t due to a unit im- 
pulse input at time 7 .  Notice that h(:t,7) is a function of two variables, 
t and 7.  
Figure 1 
If x(t) is the input of the system and y(t) is the output, we have 
which amounts to summing up all the responses due to input impulses. 
For a physically realizable system 
h(t,7) = 0 for 7 > t 
then (1) becomes 
' -co 
The concept of impulse response h(t,7) as a function of both t and 
7 is shown in Figure 2. In this figure, 7-axis represents the time when 
the unit impulse is applied It0 the system and t-axis represents the time 
when the output is observed. 
i 
/ '- \ \ \ 
F i g u r e  2 
If the system is time invariant, 
where t '  = t - T ,  i. e. , the impulse response is a function of a single 
variable t '  . Eq. (1) then reduces to 
J -00 
and (3)  to 
J -00 
3 
which a re  the usual convolution integrals. By a change of variable, (5) 
I 
can also be expressed as 
The corresponding expression for time-varying system is 
4 
. 
CHAPTER I1 
SOLUTION OF VECTOR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
WITH TIME-VARYING COEFFICIENTS 
In this section we  shall solve and discuss the linear differential 
e quat ion 
- % (t) = A(t) - x(t) 3- - b(t) u(t) 
where x and b are n-vectors, A is an n x n matrix, and u(t) is a scalar - - 
function. 
F i r s t  we shall consider the homogeneous differential equation 
- k (t)  = A(t) - x( t )  . (2) 
Property 1: For  every given - x(to) = xo there exists a unique 
solution for the homogeneous differential equation (2) .  
Property 2: If - x = $(t) is a solution of (2), and i f  $(to) = 0 for 
a certain t then this solution is identically zero, i. e. , $(t )  3 0. 
0’ 
Property 3: If the vector functions &(t),&(t), 0 $ (t) are 
S 
the solutions of (2), then any vector function 
6 
of (2)  are  linearly independent for all t, it is called the fundamental 
system of solutions. A fundamental system of solutions always exists 
for (2).  
Property 5: If (4) is a fundamental system of solutions of (21, 
then every solution $(t) of (2)  can be expressed as 
where c .  a r e  suitably chosen constants. 
there is no general method available to obtain &(t) in explicit form. 
Except for a few special cases, 
1 
Property 6: Each vector solution jbi of (2 )  can be written in 
terms of its components as 
gi(t) = 
The matrix @(t) whose column vectors a re  the vector solutions of the 
fundamental system of solutions (4), i. e, 
is called the fundamental matrix of (2). 
singular due to the linear independence of $(t). 
mental matrix (7)  of ( 2 )  i s  not unique. 
The fundamental matrix is non- 
Note that the funda- 
Property 7: The fundamental matrix @(t) satisfies the matrix 
differential equation of (2) ,  i. e. 
&t) = A(t) @(t). ( 8 )  
Property 8: If both @(t) and Q ( t )  a r e  fundamental matrices of 
(2),  then they a re  related by 
*(t) = @(t) P (9) 
where P is a constant matrix. 
Among the fundamental matrices of (2), the one, denoted by 
@(t, to), which satisfies the initial condition 
m o s t o )  = I, (10) 
the unit matrix, is called the transition matrix of (2). 
to the differential equation 
Then the solution 
k ( t )  = A(t) x(t) (2) - - 
with the initial condition - x(to)  = - x o  is given by 
- x( t )  = Q(t,to) 5. 
a(tlst2) (t2st3) = 6 (tl’t3) I (12) 
(11) 
Property 9: The transition matrix has the properties 
( i 3 j  
T 
d&tl,t2)-’ = Q(t2,t,). 
8 
c 
Now let us find the solution of the non-hamogeneous differen- 
tial equation 
x(t,) = x - -0 k ( t )  = A(t) - x (t) + - b (t) u(t) - 
which is the same as (1). The complementary solution of (14) is the 
solution of the homogeneous part of (14), which is 
- x(t) = @(t,to) If 
where - k is a constant vector to be determined. 
solution of 
To obtain the particular 
(14), using the method of variation of parameters, let the 
The form of the complete solution is therefore 
9 
J 
Using the initial condition x(t ) = x we find - 0 43' 
k = x  . 
-0 - 
Hence the complete solution is 
If the initial condition x = 0,(20) becomes the zero-state-res- 
-0 
ponse of (14), which is, with the aid of (12), 
When initial condition 5 = 0 and when U(T) = 6 (7-cy), (20) gives 
the impulse response of the system (14) in response to a unit impulse 
applied at time a; which will be denoted by h(t,cu). F rom (20) 
CHAPTER I11 
THE ADJOINT SYSTEMS 
1. The Adjoint Systems in Vector Equation Form 
Two systems represented by the linear differential equations 
k = A(t)x - - 
* 
where A is the transposed matrix of A, a r e  said to be adjoint to one 
another. 
* 
A is often called the adjoint operator of the operator A. The 
operator and the adjoint operator have the property 
Theorem: Let x(t) and x(t) be any solutions of (1) and (2), - 
respectively, then the inner product of the two solutions 
(t), (t) constant . (4) 
If a(t,T) and mt,T) are  the transition matrices of (1) and (2), respect- 
ively, then 
(5) 
* 
+(t,T) Q ( t a 7 )  E I* 
The converse is also time. 
Proof: @(t,T) and q ( t , 7 )  have the properties (from (8) and 
(10) of Chapter 11) that 
10 
11 
Using these properties, we have 
where X(T) and Y ( T )  a re  constants. Therefore, by using (5) - - 
* 
= x (7) Z(T)  = constant - 
which is (4). Q.E.D. 
12 
Remark: (5) implies that the set  {pi) of the column vectors of 
*forms a reciprocal basis of the basis { gj) which is the set of column 
vectors of @. 
The importance of the adjoint systems is due to the following 
facts: 
1. The nature of the solution of the homogeneous adjoint 
equations can give the information about the existence of a 
solution of the non-homogeneous equations from which the 
adjoint equations came. 
The important relation between a system and its adjoint 
system is indispensable for the study of boundary value 
problems. 
For  a time-varying system, a property of the adjoint system 
enables us  to plot the impulse response of the original sys- 
tem in one computer run. 
2. 
3. 
2. An Important Relationship 
Consider a system represented by the differential equation 
- k( t )  = A(t) - x(t) + - b (t) f(t) (7) 
whose zero-state-response and vector impulse response are,  respect- 
ively, 
0 
J t  
h(t,7) = @(t,7) - b(7).  
If the rth variable of the vector x(t) is the system output, the - 
impulse response of the system is then 
(9 )  
Next, let us  form the adjoint system represented by the adjoint 
differential e quation 
- 5 (t) = -A*(t) - z(t) + - c (t) g(t) 
whose zero-state-response of (1 1) is 
0 
J t  
Taking the transpose of the last equation, 
Now, for a particular h,(T,7) of (10) having fixed r and T, let 
14 
. 
and define 
(Output of the adjoint system) = (z(t) ,  b(t)) = - z*(t) - b(t). (15) - - 
Then the impulse response of its adjoint system at time t due to an 
input a t  time T is, denoted by kr(t,T), 
kr(t,T) = - z*(t) - b(t) 
= -c*(T) a ( T , t )  - b(t) - 
= - 1 $rj(T,t) bj(t). (16) 
j 
* 
Notice that the form of c ( 7 )  as shown in (14) indicates that a negative 
unit-impulse is applied to the rth differential equation of (11) (to the 
input of the rth integrator), 
- 
Comparing (16) and ( lo) ,  we  have the following important 
relationship 
In summary, (17) implies that the impulse response of a 
system at time t due to an input at time 7 can be obtained from the im- 
pulse response of i ts  adjoint system a t  time 7 due to an input at time t, 
provided that the output of the adjoint system is defined by i l 5 i  and the 
input to the adjoint system is chosen according to (14). 
15 
3. Adjoint System in Differential Operator Form 
Consider the linear differential equation 
where p = - Its differential operator is dt ' 
(19) 
3 2 1,  = p + al(t)p + a2(t)p + a3(t). 
Expressing (18) in normal vector differential equation form, 
j ,  = A(t) - -  y + b(t) u(t) (20) 
where 
y =  
q =  Y 
y2 = jl 
.. - Y3 - Y 
The adjoint system of (20) is 
* i = A (t) z - - 
where 
16 
z = [  Z zl- 
2 
3 .  
- 
Z 
, 
Eliminating z1 and z2 from (22)  and letting z3 = z, we have the differen- 
tial equation 
(24) 
3 2 
-P z + P (a,(t)z) - p(a2(t)z) + a3(t)z = 0 
* 
which has a differential operator, denoted by L ; 
(25) 
* 3 2  
L = -p + p al( t )  - pa2( t )  + a3(t) 
where L is called the adioint differential operator. 
Remark: 
* 
The solution of Ly = 0 is the first  component y1 of 
* 
the vector solution of (20); whereas the solution of L z = 0 is the last 
component z of (22). 3 
Remark: If the adjoint differential equation (24) has the 
non-homogeneous term, i. e. i f  
the corresponding vector differential equation becomes 
* 
5 = -A (t)z + c(t) v(t) - - 
where 
c(t)  = - 
17 
, 
Comparing b(t) of (21) and c(t)  of (28), we see that the non-homogeneous - - 
t e rm appears in the last  equation of the set  (20) (original system) where- 
as it appears in the f i r s t  equation of the set  (27)  (adjoint system). 
The above discussion can be generalized to any nth order 
linear differential equation. As a result, we have the following. 
To every operator 
L = ao(t) pn + al(t)  pn-l + 9 + an(t) 
n 
i =  0 
where a.(t) are real, there is associated a second operator 
3 
* n n  n-1 n-1 L = (-1) p ao(t) + (-1) p a,(t) + + an(t) 
n 
i = O  
* 
called adjoint of L. Clearly, for L to exist, it  is necessary that a (t) 
have continuous derivatives through order n-k. 
k 
Remark: For  time-invariant systems if  the original system 
is n 
i =  0 
n n 
i =  0 i =  0 
18 
(32) can also be obtained from (201  by replacing t by -t. 
time invariant system, its adjoint system is a system when running 
backward in time gives the original system. 
Thus, for a 
Theorem: (Lagrange' L; Identity) For each pair of functions 
x(t) and y(t) having derivatives through order n on the interval con-' 
s ider e d 
where 
c i =  1 
and is called bilinear concomitant of Lx. 
Proof: Differentiating (34) 
n I 
+ . . . . . .  O . . . . . . . . . . . +  
Using (29) and (30)  
n n 
i = O  i = O  
which is the same as (35) .  Q. E. D. 
Theorem: 
Lx = f 
Let h(t,7) be the impulse response for 
and let k(t,T) be the impulse response for 
.Ir 
L"-y = g 
then, 
h(t,T) = -k(T,t). 
Proof: Let 
x(t) = h(t,or) 
Using Lagran ge identity, 
20 
J 
therefore 
B [ h(t,a), k(t,P)] = constant for any t 
so 
when t = (Y 
dn-2 
dtn-2 
h(t,a) = 0 d dt h(t,a) = - h(t,a) = * 0 0 = - 
When t = P 
Substituting (41) and (42) into (34) to get B [ h,k] , then using (40) gives 
2 1  
Remark: (39)  agrees with (17) and states that the impulse 
response of a system can be obtained from the impulse response of its 
adjoint system. 
of a time-varying styste, as  a function of the time of application of the 
This property enables us to plot the impulse response 
unit impulse, in one run on the computer. 
Examples: 
(i) 9 + ay = 6~ 
h(t) = e 
h(t-7) = e 
-at 
-a(t-T) 
The adjoint system is 
-i + az = 6(t) 
k(t) = -e . +at 
(ii) ye + 357 + y = a t )  
-2t - t  h(t) = e - e 
h(t-7) = e - e  -2(t-T) - ( t -T)  
The adjoint system is 
i" - 35 + z = b ( t )  
k(t) = - e+2t + ett . 
CHAPTER IV 
APPLICATIONS 
1 , Application of Adjoint Method to Sensitivity Analysis 
A general nth order dynamic system can be represented by 
a se t  of n differential equations 
k. = f.(x 1' Xn' u1, . . .  ur, t)  
0 
xi(to) = xi, i = 1, 2, n 
o r ,  in vector form, 
(2) 
0 k = f (x,u,t), = - - - -  
where x is an n-vector representing the state of the system and u is an - - 
r-vector representing the system inputs, Notice that (1) o r  (2)  is, in 
general, nonlinear and non-autonomous as implied by the form of f. - 
Let there be a performance 
which depends on the system state x .  
the variation of J(x) at time T > to due 
u(t), to < t < T. 
- 
- 
- - 
of the system, 
Our present problem is to find 
to a change of the control vector 
Denote the variations of x and u by s x  and &, - - - - 
From (2)  
- d ( S + d x , = 4  + 
dt - -  
Expanding the last equation in a Taylor series and taking 
te rms ,  we have 
d k ( t )  - = A(t) dx(t)  - + B(t) 6u(t), - 
22 
respectively. 
only the iinear 
(3)  
23 
where 
A =  
B =  
afl 
ax 1 
- . . .  
af 
- n  . . .  
. 
af 1 
au 1 
. . .  
I 
I 
I 
afn . . .  
evaluated along - 2 (t) (4) 
evaluated along - G (t) , (5) 
which is a time-varying linear differential equation governing the dy- 
namics of state variation due to input purterbation. 
The solution of (3) is 
For  our present problem dx(to) = 0, then, at t = T 
The variation of the performance index at time T caused by 
the variation of the state x is - 
24 
I . 
I 
Again, by ser ies  expension technique, the linear portion of €he last 
equation is 
with 
a J  ' -
ax 1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
8J - 
axn , 
Substituting (7)  into (8) 
/ 
evaluated at time T 
/ 
- c, Q(T,T) B(t) 
0 
In the integral of ( lo) ,  @(T,T) is considered as a function of 
i ts  second argument 7 with T being fixed. However, the defining equa- 
tion of the state transition matrix 
d - Q(t,7) = A(t) m ( t , T )  dt 
----:@:-- Lt. -L--rrr. -o+n f i  T r r i + h  m n a n n m t  tn the f i re+  l_rcfiim@nt- 
D ~ C G L A A C J  uii3 biiaugc ~ a b c  UL a--------- 
Therefore, in computing ( lo ) ,  we need to compute a large number of 
@(T,T) by integrating 
VIALA& L Y U ~ Y Y ~  I- I..\I 
6% - = A(t) 6x, - &(T)  = I 
from T to T for  to x t < Tlsee  Figure 3.). This procedure is time con- 
suming and inconvenient. 
- 
Figure 3 
The difficulty can be eliminated by first using the property 
of adjoint operator, (3)  of Chapter 111, in (10) to get 
and then using property (5) of Chapter 111 to arrive at 
26 
I 
0 
wheie %(T,T)c is the solution of the adjoint system of (3), - 
- 5 ( 7 )  = -A*(t)z-(~) , t 12) 
with initial condition z(T) = c. Notice that the integration of (12) is 
going backward in time, since 7 < T. 
respect to 7 in one run. 
- - 
Eq. (11) can be integrated with 
2. Application of Adjoint Method to Trajectory Optimization 
Our next problem is to find the optimum u ( t )  which maximiaes - 
the performance index J(T) at time T. Since, in general, the analytic 
solution is impossible, we have to rely on the high speed computer to 
work outthe answer by an dptimum seeking method. 
The result obtained in the last section can be used for the 
optimization. The maximize J(T) is the same as to maximize 6J(T). 
Eq. (11) reveals that dJ(T) is maximized if  only if 
6 u ( ~ )  - = kB*(7) %7,T) 5 (13)  
where k is a constant. The constant k is determined by the constraint 
imposed on du(7). For  example,to preserve accuracy of the compu- 
tation it is desirable to keep the perturbation 6 u ( ~ )  small  enough by 
- 
- 
requiring 
(&(7), d U ( 7 ) )  - d7 5 - r, a constant. 
0 
. 
2 7  
The procedure required for one iteration is as  follows: 
Guess G(t)  and find - G(t), to - < t < T. Obtain the matrices (i) - 
A(t) and B(t) from - -  f (x, u, t) by differentiation a s  shown in (4) and (5), 
and obtain c from J x(T) by differentiation as shown in (9). 
(ii) 
- [- 3 
Integrate the adjoint differential equation (12)  backward to 
get the quantity?(t,T) - c. 
fiii) Determine 6 u ( t )  - = kB*(t)*(t,T) - c 
where k is adjusted to satisfy (14). 
Go back to (i) and use 3 + d u  as the new 6 ,  then compute the  - - - ( iV)  
new G(T) and new SJ(T). Keep on the iteration until dJ(T)  is nearly 
zero. 
The above discussion is just  one of many possible computation 
schemes. For  example, the dynamics of the system represented by (3),  
which is a non-homogeneous vector differential equation, cant also be 
represented by a homogeneous vector differential equation (Ref. 5). 
Furthermore, different iteration procedures can be developed to speed 
up the solution. 
28 
4 
3. Application of Adjoint Method to Two-Point Boundary Value Problem 
Consider an nth order dynamic system represented by 
k ( t )  = fi(X1 xn,t) i =  1, 2, n (15) 
which is, in general, nonlinear and time-varying. 
some of the n state ivariables and the Iinal values of the rest of the state 
variables are given, i.e. we have 
The initial values of 
x ( t  ) = x  0 f 0 , x ( t ) = x r  0 1 0  1 r o  
rn m 
(They can be in any order) 
Let us call this the split boundary conditions. The problem is to find 
the solution of (15) satisfying (16). As  we  know, the analytic solution 
for (15) is impossible, in general; therefore we are looking for  an 
efficient computer solution. 
The usual method of computer solution is to integrate (15) 
f rom one end of its trajectory to the other. This requires the knowledge 
of the values of all the state variables either a t  the initial end o r  the 
final end of the trajectory. In the case of split boundary conditions, the 
unknown initial values must be guessed and then the integration per.- 
formed. 
until the results at the final end meet the given final values. The entire 
The guessing and integration need to be done over and over, 
procedure is extremely time consuming and inefficient. 
By using the property of adjoint systems, we can convert the 
29 
two-value boundary problem to an initial value problem, thus allowing 
a solution to be obtained in one computer run. The method is in the 
following steps. 
Step 1: Guess and/or estimate ~ ~ + ~ ( t ~ ) ,  xn(to) and 
t t 
denote them by ~ ~ + ~ ( t ~ ) ,  X (t ) -  n o  
Step 2: 
0 0  n o  
Integrating (15) from to to T, using xl(to), , 
t * * 7.
x (t  ), xrcl(to), 9 x ( t  ) as initial conditions, to get x ~ + ~ ( T ) ,  , 
Step 3: Compute 
with, 'xi (T)  being considered as the deviation of the state variables at 
the 
of 
L 
final end due to a perturbation of initial conditions. The dynamics 
dx.(t) along the trajectory is governed, to a f i rs t  approximation, by 
1 
afi t 
evaluated at x . where a..(t) = - The adjoint system of (18) is - 
j 
1J ax 
n 
n 
i =  1, - n .  ( i S j  
j =  1 
30 
The vectors d x  - and - z, representing sx i  and zi, satisfy the relation 
(Chapter 111, Equation (4)) 
or ,  more explicitly, 
n 
i =  1 
Integrating (20) from to to T yields 
i i 
In this equation 
xi(to) = 0 for 
x.(t ) are unknown for i = r + 1, ;n  
xi(T) are unknown for i = 1, .,r 
x.(T) are known from (17). 
i = 1 r 
1 0  
1 
The values of either zi(to) o r  zi(T), but not both, a r e  free, and we want 
to assign them in such a way that results in an efficient computation. 
Step 4: Choosing 
zi(T) = 0, for i = 1 r 
(2 1) becomes 
zi(T) dxi(T) - f Zi(tO) d X i ( t 0 )  = 0. 
i = r + l  i =  1 
31 
Then, assign 
zi(T) = any convenient value, for i = r + 1, en. (24) 
Integrate the adjoint equation backward from T to to, using the boundary 
values (22) and (24), to achieve z.(t ), i = 1, , n. 
1 0  
Step 5: Since there are n-r  unknowns, b x  (t ) 2 r+l 0 )  
axn(to), n-r simultaneous algebraic equations in the form of (23) are 
needed for the solution. Therefore n-r  different se t  of (24) must be 
chosen to produce n-r different sets of z.(t ), i = 1, 0 , n. 1 0  
Step 6: Adjust the new estimate to be 
+ dxi(to) i = r + 1, , n (25) 
old 
Step 7: Iterate the  procedure until &xi(T) of (17) is small  
enough to be tolerable. 
The above discussion assumed that the final time T is known. 
In the case where T is not known, its value again needs to be guessed. 
Let T be the gesses T, the let 
d T  = T - T .  
The deviations from the given end conditions a t  T ,  are not 6xi(T), but 
symbolically A x ~ ( T ) .  Two kinds of deviations a r e  related, to a first 
approximation, by 
dxi(T) = A x ~ ( T )  - j C i ( ~ )  dT i =  1,. n .  
32 
Substituting (27)  into (23)  yields 
4 i i 
Since one more unknown, 6T, needs to be found, one more se t  of zi(T) 
must be assigned to get a total of n--r+l equations in the form of (28). 
The correction in the value of f inal  time for the next iteration is 
4. Application of Adjoint Method to Computer Simulation 
Suppose that we want to simulate the impulse response 
h(T,T) of a time-varying linear system as a function of 7,  the application 
time of the input. The defining equation of h(T,T), (7 )  o r  (18)  of Chapter 
111, specifies that the derivatives of h(t,7) be taken with respect to its 
first argument t. Therefore the direct simulation of h(T,7) requires a 
large number of computer runs, each for a different value of +. 
To make the t a sk  simple, we use the property 
-h(t,7) = k(7,t) T <  - t (30)  
where k is the impulse response of the adjoint system. Since 7 is the 
f i rs t  argument of k, we can obtain k(7,t) as a function of 7 in one com- 
puter run. 
It should bz z~tec !  that (30) states that in  simulating k(7,t) 
time 7 is running backward starting from t. However, the physical 
realizability imposes the condition 
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input x(t) - 
T > T for h(T,T ) 
7 > T for k(T,T) 
h(t,7) - Error e(t) 
Furthermore, in practice, it is more natural to make the starting time, 
when the unit impulse is applied, zero rather than T. These two con- 
siderations can be handled by replacing t by T-t  in k(7,t), since 
h(T,T) = [ h(t,7) It,, 
where t is time of application of input impulse to the adjoint system. 
The adjoint method of computer simulation is often applied 
to statistical problems. Frequently, we want to use the analog computer 
to analyze the mean-square error  of a given time-varying system having 
a stationary random input x(t). Let h(t,7) represent the impulse response 
between the system input and er ror  output as shown in Figure 4, The 
power spectral 
density function of x(t) is @ (s) which can be decomposed into xx 
axx(s) = GG 
where G = G ( s )  has only 
T,et the inverse Laplace 
(33)  
L H P  poles and zeros and G has only RHP ones. 
transform of G be g(t). Then Figure 4 is 
I -  r 
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equivalent to Figure 5, in which the functionh (t,T) represents the 
tandem combination of g(t) and h(t,T). 
1 
Figure 5 
The auto-correlation function for white noise is &(t) and the 
mean-square e r r o r  of the system is 
By letting T~ = t - T ,  
where kl is the adjoint of hl. 
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4 
A general rule, formulated by Laning and Battin (Ref. 81, for 
similating the adjoint of a linear time-varying system is given below 
An analog computer program of the original 
system whose impulse response we desire is formed 
using only integrators, summers,  and time -varying 
scale factors. Then the roles of inputs and outputs 
a r e  reversed for each of the three basic elements, 
and 
cients is replaced by T-t. If the output of the r 
the argument t in the time-varying coeffi- 
th 
integrator is the output of the original system, then 
the impulse input in the modified system should be 
applied to the input of the rth integrator and the 
appropriate output recorded . 
5. General Remark 
We have discussed in this chapter a number of applications 
of the adjoint method to engineering problems. An efficient use of the 
method involves not only a knowledge of the properties of adjoin systems, 
but also the a r t  of computation scheme. Improvements can still be made 
in the scheme of computation to achieve a st i l l  more efficient way of 
solution. 
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